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Abstract

Tourists’ perceptions toward a destination image, novelty-seeking, tourist satisfaction, and behavior intention are vital for a successful destination marketing. The literature on travel and tourism reveals an abundance of studies on destination image, tourist satisfaction, and behavior intention even though their relationships with novelty-seeking have not been thoroughly investigated in the rural destination. Consequently, the aim of this study is to investigate the influence of destination image on novelty-seeking and satisfaction, which in turn affects the behavior intention of the tourist. The conceptual model was developed on the basis of theoretical and empirical research in the field of tourism; the empirical data were collected in a rural destination. A total of 380 questionnaires were returned and the data were analyzed by using SEM AMOS. The results showed that the destination image has a significant effect of novelty-seeking, satisfaction and behavior intention. Simultaneously, novelty-seeking has a significant effect on behavioral intention. Secondly, satisfaction has a significant effect on behavior intention. Several recommendations were also compiled for future studies.
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Introduction

The phenomenon that occurs in today’s society is that every weekend and holiday, thousands of people leave their homes in the city to go to rural areas that have historical, architectural, cultural, scenic, or only community values with social interaction. The same behavior can be found in relation to the flow of tourists who traveled from more coastal or urban areas (either as tourists or excursionist) in which they are interested with the characteristic of such interest (Royo, 2009). This happens because the majority of tourism markets are in urban areas while the tourists often seek for a great experience and some destinations which are different from their everyday life (Silva et al., 2013). The changes on tourist behavior are because travelers want to get something different or novelty-seeking and want to get a unique experience after interacting with the destination. Lee and Crompton (1992) stated that this kind of behavior is driven by the motivation of tourists to meet the needs of novelty.

Therefore, the current tourism system starts to grow to the tourism that can provide a unique experience. Travelers who live in urban areas want to get a unique experience so that they go to the countryside. The growing destination at this time is a tourism village. The uniqueness of tourism village is not only as a place to enjoy the natural scenery and village life, but also as a means to interact directly with the villagers. Activities offered by the community as tourist attractions are real everyday life so that tourists can experience how life in the village. Rurality is seen as a central point of uniqueness and marketing in the package of rural tourism. Tourism activities such as a social interaction between tourists and the people in tourism village will eventually provide an experience (Mohamed et al., 2014). Travel experience becomes very important for rural areas so that the need to develop an attractive and typical tourism are essential for the pressing and heterogeneous tourism market (Loureiro, 2014).

The needs for a different experience have motivated the tourists to make changes in its behavior. Travelers have novelty-seeking in their mind in which it will affect the decision-making in choosing a destination. Therefore, novelty-seeking is considered as a key component of travel motivation (Crompton, 1979) and plays an important role in the decision-making of traveling (Petrick, 2002). By understanding novelty-seeking, that will help the tourists about their travel destination and intentions to a specific destination (Niininen et al., 2004). This can be linked to the results of Assaker et al., (2011) which stated that travelers who seek for a high novelty are rarely returned to the destinations that have been visited before, while on the other hand, those who seek a high familiarity (low novelty) tend to often go back to the same place. The analysis of changes in traveler behavior and travel motivations as well as the results from Assaker et al., (2011) showed that further research about the role of novelty-seeking with behavior intention is needed in the future. In the tourism industry, tourism managers are very important in ensuring travelers to re-visit the tourist attraction after they have experienced the first place (Osman and Santosa, 2013). Other than that, there is not much research in the field of tourism that uses novelty-seeking variables. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to show the relationship between the image of the destination with novelty-seeking, satisfaction, and behavior intention in the field of tourism, especially the tourism village and to test the conceptual model of research that is connected between the image of the destination, novelty-seeking, satisfaction and behavior intention.

Literature review

Destination Image

In the area of tourism destination marketing, an image has various definitions. The theorists of tourism management have defined images as sets of impressions, ideas, expectations, and emotional thoughts to maintain such a place (i.e. Assaker, 2014), which represents associations and pieces of information connected with a destination (Kotler, et al, 1993). The destination image is ‘a set of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that people have in correlation with a place or destination’ (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999). Most researchers also agree that the image of a destination is a set of impressions, ideas, expectations, and emotional thoughts an individual has of a specific place (Baloglu and McCleary, 1999; Beere and Martin, 2004; Kim and Richardson, 2003).

Two main approaches are the ones developed by Echtner and Ritchie (1991) and Gartner (1993), with the latter being more popular among tourism scholars (Zhang et al., 2014). Gartner's (1993) approach postulates that the destination image consists of cognitive, affective and conative components. The cognitive image refers to an individual's perception, beliefs, and attitudes regarding the destination (Martin and Bosque, 2008; Qu, et al., 2011). Cognitive attributes may be functional/tangible (e.g. Landscape and cultural attractions) or psychological/abstract (e.g. Feelings of hospitality and atmosphere) (Martin and Bosque, 2008). The effective image is related to the feelings and emotions that a tourist destination evokes (Baloglu, 1999; Martin and Bosque, 2008). The conative component of destination image represents tourists' active consideration of a place as a potential travel destination (Gartner, 1993). Similarly, Bagozzi
Tourist motivation is recognized as a “global force” that gives value and direction to various choices and behaviors (Pearce et al., 1998). Among tourism-related motivations, novelty-seeking has been reported consistently as “a key motive” in the tourism context (Lee and Crompton, 1992). Novelty-seeking theory provides a strong theoretical foundation in explaining a destination choice behavior (Babu and Bibin 2004; Bello and Etzel 1985). Variety and novelty-seeking share the same conceptual foundation—that consumers seek optimal levels of stimulation, thus influencing their choice of behavior (Hebb and Thompson 1954). In the tourism context, variety seeking is replaced with novelty seeking which has an important relationship with tourist destinations (Jang and Feng, 2007). Novelty is often defined as the degree of contrast between present perception and past experience, making it the opposite of familiarity (Pearson, 1970). Faison (1977) defined novel travel as a trip characterized by new and unfamiliar experiences that differ from prior life experiences. Novelty-seeking plays an important role in understanding the tourist behavior and in influencing their intentions to return (Barroso, et al., 2007; Jang and Feng, 2007; Niininen et al., 2004).

The empirical research which examined the relationship between novelty-seeking and travelers’ intention to revisit the destination are still limited. Novelty-seeking is actually a key role in understanding travel behavior and influenced the intentions to return to the same destination in the future (Barroso, et al., 2007). Different results have been obtained by Assaker et al., (2011) that tourists who are looking for high level of novelty will rarely go back to the destinations which have been visited before while those who seek for high familiarity or low level of novelty were more likely to go back to the same place. Jang and Feng (2007) found that novelty-seeking has a positive influence on any intention of returning either direct or indirect (through satisfaction). The results of research conducted by Bigne et al., (2009) showed that novelty-seeking has a more significant effect on the intention to return rather than satisfaction. The understanding of novelty-seeking could help tourists to select their travel destinations and intentions to return to certain destinations (Niininen et al., 2004).

**Satisfaction**

In the tourism context, a research has suggested that tourist satisfaction is primarily a function of prior expectation and perceived performance following an experience (Chen and Chen, 2010; Chi and Qu, 2008). Within the customer behavior framework, Hunt (1977) broadly defines consumer satisfaction as a qualitative appraisal of the product experience against what it was supposed to be. Within the discipline of tourism, satisfaction has been defined as an outcome of the tourist experience in a destination compared against their expectations about the visit (Pizam et al., 1978). Oliver (1997) also defined satisfaction as “the consumer's fulfillment response” and “a judgment that a product or service feature, or the product or service itself, provides a pleasurable level of consumption-related fulfillment”. Although customer satisfaction, following this last perspective, Bosque and Martin (2008) define satisfaction as ‘an individual’s cognitive-affective state derived from a tourism experience’.

The research results from Prayag et al., (2013) proved that satisfaction has a positive relationship with behavior intention. Furthermore, Cole et al., (2002) believed that there is a good association in between satisfaction and behavior intention in the scope of tourism. Bolton and Drew (1991) stated in the context of tourism that a high level of satisfaction and positive destination image may lead to positive behavior towards destinations in the future. Besides that, other research also supports these findings as for an example is the research of Tavitiyaman and Qu (2013).

**Behavior Intention**

The modeling behavior intention remains an important topic in tourism marketing and tourism research. Studies of tourists’ behavior intention mainly focus on two topics, destination choice intention (Lam and Hsu 2006) and post-purchase behavior intention (Kozak 2002), with the latter receiving the majority of attention. Favorable behavior intention represents conative loyalty (Chen and Chen, 2010). Behavior intention is defined as an individual’s anticipated or planned future behavior (Oliver and Swan 1989), it represents the expectations of a particular form of behavior in a given setting and can be operationalized as the likelihood to act (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). Behavior intentions, according to Zeithaml et al., (1996) is the willingness to recommend the service to others and is the intention to repurchase (behavior intention). Oliver (1999) described behavior intention as an attitude towards purchasing a product on the basis of previous experience, and this attitude strongly relates to consumers’ intentions to repurchase or to recommend the service or product to others.

Zeithaml et al. (1996) suggested that a favorable behavior intention is associated with a service provider’s ability to get its customers to say positive things about them, recommend them to other customers, remain loyal to them (i.e. Repurchase from them), spend more with them, and pay premium prices. Cole and Illum (2006) stated that behavior intention consists of Say positive things about the destination and revisit the destination in the future. In recent studies, behavior intentions have usually been explored within the cognitive-affective-conative framework (e.g. Lam et al. 2004; Oliver 1999), which is theoretically justified by Bagozzi’s (1992) self-regulatory mechanism model.

Moon et al., (2013) has examined that destination image is positively related to consumer behavior or intention. Gallarza and Saura (2006) also suggested several primary factors of behavior intention such as satisfaction, expectation, perceived quality, and destination image. Destination image may affect the tourist satisfaction and behavior such as destination selection, next evaluation, and future behavioral intentions (Bigne et al. 2001). The destination image and satisfaction are two important variables which influence the behavior intention of the tourists (Chen and Tsai, 2007). On the other hand, Court and Lupton (1997) found that a positive destination image could influence tourist intentions to review their destinations in the future.

**Hypotheses**

Based on the literature review, the hypotheses of this study are:
1. H1: destination image has a significant effect on novelty-seeking
2. H2: destination image has a significant effect on satisfaction
3. H3: destination image has a significant effect on behavior intention
4. H4: novelty-seeking has a significant effect on behavior intention
5. H5: satisfaction has a significant effect on behavior intention

**Research Method**

Although not many studies have examined the effect of novelty-seeking towards behavior intention, the study on the influence of destination image, novelty-seeking, and satisfaction towards behavior intention in tourism village was still conducted. The purpose of this study was to test whether the destination image, novelty-seeking, and satisfaction could affect the behavior intention.

**Survey instrument**

The variables which were observed consisted of 4 variables such as destination image, novelty-seeking, satisfaction, and behavior intention. There are 24 items which include the measurement of exogenous independent variables such as 6 items of the destination image, 6 items of novelty-seeking, 6 items of satisfaction, and 6 items of behavior intention (endogenous). The scaling applied in this study is the 5-point Likert scale of 1-strongly agree, 2-agree, 3-neutral, 4-disagree, and 5-strongly disagree. The demographics variables questioned are gender, age, status, and education background of the respondents.
Sample
The sample used in this study were tourists who were visiting the tourism village of Pentingsari, Pulesari, Grogol, Brayut, Kelor, Sleman, Yogyakarta. The sampling technique used was accidental sampling with the selected samples of tourists who have the characteristics of staying at least one day, aged between 18-35 years, had visited the place one time, and choose the destinations by its initiative; the sample used in this study were as many as 380 tourists.

Data analysis
In this research, an inferential statistic will be used to test the effect of destination image and customer experience toward trust and behavior intention. The SEM AMOS was used for the inferential statistic. The results of this examination were calculated by using SPSS for Windows version 22.

Result
Validity test between the variable construct of destination image, novelty-seeking, satisfaction and post behavior intention and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loading Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination image</td>
<td>DI1</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI2</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI3</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI4</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI5</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI6</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty seeking</td>
<td>NS1</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS2</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS3</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS4</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS5</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS6</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>KEP1</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP2</td>
<td>0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP3</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP4</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP5</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP6</td>
<td>0.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post behavior intention</td>
<td>PBI1</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBI2</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBI3</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBI4</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBI5</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBI6</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Output AMOS 22 Confirmatory Factor Analysis, 2019

According to the data in table 1, it can be known that all the indicators which measure the variables of the destination image, novelty-seeking, satisfaction, and behavior intention has produced a loading factor that is greater than 0.6. Thus, the indicators that measure the variables of the destination image, novelty-seeking, satisfaction, and behavior intention can be declared to be valid or able to measure those variables.
Table 2. Construct Reliability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Construction reliability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Image</td>
<td>0.8923</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty-seeking</td>
<td>0.9019</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.9241</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Intention</td>
<td>0.9253</td>
<td>Reliable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, it can be concluded that the latent construct of the image of the goal of high reliability, the search for novelty, satisfaction, and post-behavioral intentions have high reliability with the same construct reliability value 0.70 which is mandatory good.

Table 3 presents the result of the goodness of fit for the full model developed using cut-off value:

Tabel 3 Goodness of Fit Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goodness of fit index</th>
<th>Cut-off value</th>
<th>Research Model</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi Square Statistic</td>
<td>Required small</td>
<td>280.850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>≥ 0.05</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>≤ 0.08</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIN/DF</td>
<td>≤ 2.0</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>≥ 0.90</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>Good Fit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Output AMOS 22 Model Fit Summary, 2018

The whole result of the goodness of fit shows a good level of suitability. Thus, it can be said that the results of the goodness of fit testing on the standard model indicate that the data is following the theory or model. The model of the test results is as follows:

The testing of the seven hypotheses is based on the value of the critical ratio (CR) of a causal relationship.
From the table above, the test results are interpreted as follows:

a. Hypothesis 1 Testing
The CR value of the parameter estimation for the impact testing of destination image on novelty seeking is 10.673 with a probability of 0.000, so its significance <0.05. Therefore, the hypothesis which says destination image has a significant effect on novelty-seeking has been proven.

b. Hypothesis 2 Testing
The CR value of the parameter estimation for the impact testing of destination image on satisfaction is 11.054 with a probability of 0.000, so its significance <0.05. Therefore, the hypothesis which says destination image has a significant effect on satisfaction has been proven.

c. Hypothesis 3 testing
The CR value of the parameter estimation for the impact testing of destination image on post behavior intention is 3.024 with a probability of 0.000, so its significance <0.05. Therefore, the hypothesis which says destination image has a significant effect on post behavior intention has been proven.

d. Hypothesis 4 Testing
The CR value of the parameter estimation for the impact testing of novelty-seeking on behavior intention is 7.868 with a probability of 0.000, so its significance <0.05. Therefore, the hypothesis which says novelty-seeking has a significant effect on post behavior intention has been proven.

e. Hypothesis 5 Testing
The CR value of the parameter estimation for the impact testing of satisfaction on post behavior intention is 7.962 with a probability of 0.000, so its significance <0.05. Therefore, the hypothesis which says satisfaction has a significant effect on post behavior intention has been proven.

The mediation relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable can be seen by comparing the value of standardized direct effects and the standardized indirect effects. This means if the value of the standard direct effects is smaller than the value of the standardized indirect effects, the mediating variable has an indirect effect on the relationship between the two variables.
The mediation relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable can be seen by comparing the value of standardized direct effects and the standardized indirect effects. This means if the value of the standardized direct effect is smaller than the value of the standardized indirect effect, the mediating variable has an indirect effect on the relationship of those two variables.

a. The results of the path analysis showing the indirect effect of destination image on behavior intention through novelty seeking are as follows:

\[ DI \rightarrow NS \rightarrow BI = 0.665 \times 0.424 = 0.28196 \]

Description:

\( DI \): destination image
\( NS \): novelty seeking
\( BI \): behavior intention

The results of the path analysis show that the indirect effect of destination image on behavioral intention through novelty seeking is 0.28196. This shows that the indirect effect is greater than the direct effect of 0.174. Therefore, novelty seeking can mediate destination image of behavior intention positively.

b. The results of the path analysis showing the indirect effect of destination image on behavior intention through novelty seeking are as follows:

\[ DI \rightarrow SA \rightarrow BI = 0.668 \times 0.414 = 0.276552 \]

Description:

\( DI \): destination image
\( SA \): satisfaction
\( BI \): behavior intention

The results of the path analysis show that the indirect effect of destination image on behavioral intention through satisfaction is 0.276552. This shows that the indirect effect is greater than the direct effect of 0.174. Therefore, satisfaction can mediate destination image of behavior intention positively.

**Discussion**

The results showed that destination image has a positive and significant impact on novelty-seeking. The results of this study also support previous research conducted by Cheng and Lu (2013) which points out the relationship between destination image and novelty-seeking. In their research, it is found that destination image has a significant influence on novelty. The destination image is actually a key to awaken novelty. The results of this study are in line with the opinion of Zuckerman (1971) that if tourists can fill their expectations from the desired destination, then they will rate it as a new and hedonist location. Gartner (1993) asserted that when tourists feel the image destination can provide motivation and experience like knowledge and adventure, they will feel novelty-seeking and pleasure in which they will choose to visit the destination. The results of this study confirm that a good destination image of consumers is one important factor that encourages the emergence of novelty-seeking.

The results also show that destination image could positively and significantly influence tourist satisfaction. If tourists receive a positive image for each destination in their mind, they will be satisfied with ease. The results of this study indicate that, when the tourists enjoy the tourism village and the information previously submitted similar to those in the village, they will certainly experience such satisfaction. The satisfaction of tourists will increase if the destination has a positive image. The results support the research from Munhurrun et al., (2015) which argues that destination image has a significant and positive influence on satisfaction; the higher the destination image, the higher the satisfaction of tourists. The results of Assaker and Hallak (2013) underlined that destination image gives a positive impact on satisfaction. Those all also support the research that has been done by Mohamad et al., (2014), Pratminingsing et al., (2014), Assaker et al., (2011), Chen and Phou (2013), Tavitiyaman and Qu (2013). However, the results of this study are contradictory to the research conducted by Chen and Tsai (2007) which said that a destination image has no effect on satisfaction.

Chi and Qu (2008) affirmed that there are many factors that lead to tourist satisfaction but the image of a tourist destination is one significant factor. Customer satisfaction and long-term behavior intention are influenced by emotions while enjoying the service. If tourists have a positive image for each destination in their minds, then tourists will be satisfied easily (Khan et al.,2013). Furthermore, the implications of the study confirm that a good destination image of consumers is one important factor which led to consumers’ satisfaction.
On the other hand, several studies showed that destination image has a positive but not significant effect on behavior intention in which this means that even though tourists have a positive image of the tourism village previously, it will not automatically guarantee to encourage the next behavior in the future. The results have confirmed the results of research conducted by Jin et al., (2013) and Wang and Hsu, (2010). Jin et al., (2013) suggested that there is no effect between destination image on behavior intention while Wang and Hsu (2010) stated that destination image does not have a direct influence on behavior intention. Nevertheless, the results of these studies are empirically different from Moon et al., (2013) that destination image of consumers is positively correlated with behavior intention. These differences can also be found in the research of Gallarza and Saura (2006) that the primary factors of behavior intention (post-purchase) consist of satisfaction, expectation, perceived quality, and destination image. This also significantly differ from the research of Bolton and Drew (1991) that in the context of tourism, high level of satisfaction and positive destination image may lead to positive behavior towards destinations in the future.

An analysis of destination image variable that is not significantly affected behavior intentions can be explained as follows: if it is analyzed in terms of the respondent characteristic that is the first visitation, the destination image that can be required is the destination image (of tourism village) from the internet and other promotional media. By that, tourists seem to only have a knowledge in the mind and do not get any effective responses that will build an emotional bond between the tourists with the village. Therefore, the tourist could not use the services or enjoy the tour to the fullest because they do not have an emotional attachment which able to bring the behavior intention in the future. If the results of this study are associated with Bagozzi's theory (1992) in correlation with a cognitive appraisal - affective response – behavioral responses, it is known that cognitive appraisal can not directly produce - behavioral response for future purchases (repeatedly). However, it must pass the process of cognitive appraisal - affective response – behavioral response. This means that cognitive appraisal should be internalized within ourselves so that we could have an emotional attachment (affective response) in which it will generate behavior intention in the future. This proves that destination image (cognitive appraisal) has no significant effect on behavior intention (behavioral response) in the future; it must go through an affective response that can lead to behavior intention. The analysis of this study is consistent with Tavitiyaman and Qu (2013) which stated that destination image alone can not directly encourage the behavior intention in the future.

Furthermore, the results showed that novelty-seeking is influenced the behavior intention positively and significantly. This confirmed the research conducted by Jang and Feng (2007) which found that novelty-seeking has a positive influence on behavior intention to return either directly and indirect (through satisfaction). Bigne et al., (2009) also showed that novelty-seeking had more significant effect on behavior intention rather than satisfaction. It is actually similar with those expressed by (Babu and Bibin, 2004) that the desire for novelty-seeking (looking for new experiences and new tourist destinations) can play an important role in explaining the tourists’ intention to return to the site; in spite of the level of satisfaction and destination image. The results of this research are contrary to the research conducted by Assaker et al., (2011) which believed that travelers who seek for a high novelty are rarely returned to the destinations that have been visited before, while on the other hand, those who seek a high familiarity (low novelty) tend to often go back to the same place. This also in contrast with the results expressed by Bello and Etzel (1985) that a tourist who has novelty-seeking will demonstrate a lower likelihood to return to the same destination.

Other than that, the analysis showed that satisfaction has no significant but positive effect on behavior intention. This is similar to the research of Prayag (2009), that satisfaction does not have an influence on behavior intention. The results of this study showed different indications with the research conducted by Munhurrun et al., (2015), Tavitiyaman and Qu (2013), Prayag et al., (2013), Jin et al., (2013). Prayag et al., (2013) in his research mentioned that satisfaction has a positive relationship to behavior intention. Tavitiyaman and Qu (2013) also stated that the positive perception of destination image of a particular destination is important to improve the overall satisfaction and behavior intention. Furthermore, Jin et al., (2013) expressed that satisfaction is able to influence behavior intention. The results of this study are also different from the research conducted by Reichheld and Sasser (1990), that customer satisfaction significantly affected behavior intention in the future. Munhurrun et al., (2015) also have different ideas that the level of satisfaction is important to create a positive behavior intention in the future. What is meant by behavior intention is similar to what have been submitted by Fornell (1992) that behavior intention is the desire to go back to the same destination and more willing to share their positive travel experience with their friends and family.

The results showed that satisfaction does not affect the behavior intention in the future in which this can be explained as follows: tourists who are satisfied with their vacation do not have the behavior intention to go back again in the future because there are many alternatives of destination so that they can seek new experiences rather than repeat the experience from the past. Kahn (1995) suggested that the search for an alternative destination will probably be
influenced by the level of variety seeking. Tourists or travelers who are satisfied with the holidays but chose not to return to the same destination are as a result of things that happen outside the destination (e.g. delayed flights or problems with the travel agency) (Goodall, 1990). Keaveney (1995) and Reichheld (1993) said that particular customers will switch the product and make a new purchase although a satisfaction has been obtained before. Garcia et al., (2012) believed that even though the tourists are satisfied and have no regrets about their choice, they are able to switch to another product.

**Conclusion**

This work analyzes the influence of the destination image, novelty seeking, satisfaction, and behavior intention in future on rural destination. The most prominent findings from this study are that destination image has no significant but positive effect on behavior intention and, secondly, satisfaction has positive and no significant impact on behavior intention. The other findings from this study indicate that the destination image has a positive and significant impact on novelty-seeking and on satisfaction while novelty-seeking delivers a positive and significant effect on behavior intention.

The main contribution of this paper is to consider the issue of changes in tourist behavior in the context of behavior intention study and also a specific analysis of novelty-seeking. The findings are considered to offer new insight into the role of novelty-seeking on behavior intention. However, this subject requires additional research to improve the understanding of novelty-seeking role on behavior intention. In this study, the variable of destination image involves a variable of destination personality, although in some other studies destination personality is used as a different variable. Therefore, a separation of the variable will produce different results and may be better on portraying the destination image. Finally, it is proposed that the next research could develop the existing model by using a variable of destination image and destination personality that can illustrate the intact destination image.
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